The Command Channels of Scientology
Watchdog Committee

The WATCHDOG COMMITTEE (WDC) is the highest ecclesiastical authority in the Church.

WDC does not manage. It is an inspection and police organization which inspects the actual management units of the Church and sees that they are established and functioning. It is responsible for forming up management units where they do not exist or re-forming them where they may be ineffective.

The Watchdog Committee is composed of veteran Scientology executives who have proven their competence in handling lower organizations and who are highly trained in L. Ron Hubbard administrative technology.

Different types of organizations in Scientology are grouped into sectors and each of these sectors has management organizations to give them direction. The inspection and policing actions of WDC...
The Flag Command Bureaux

Below the echelon of International Management is the FLAG COMMAND BUREAUX (FCB).

The Flag Command Bureaux, so named from its origination aboard the Flag Ship Apollo, is the central point of tactical management for all the individual orgs and units of all the sectors of Scientology.

The Flag Command Bureaux is the tactical level of management. It gets International Management plans, evaluations and programs DONE in all the individual orgs and units.

Due to the vast number of orgs, missions and units throughout the world, the Flag Command Bureaux is assisted by Continental Liaison Offices (CLOs) located in the different Continental areas, which it uses to relay and forward actions for each continent.

The Flag Command Bureaux is made up of all the management organizations in charge of the different sectors of Scientology. Each of these is headed by its own Commanding Officer, or an international network head in the case of the international networks. The heads of these different management organizations are answerable to the Commanding Officer of the Flag Command Bureaux, who coordinates their activities and is overall responsible for this echelon of management.
trative technology so that they can apply it in their businesses, and so that they can train others in its application as well.

WISE INT executes marketing and public relations programs to expand WISE's membership and sells material with the administrative technology of L. Ron Hubbard, specifically compiled for its public by International Management.

To assist it in carrying out its functions, WISE INT has Continental level WISE offices which are part of the Continental Liaison Offices. Their job includes signing up members and seeing that they are active and ethical in using and disseminating the administrative tech in their continental areas.

The WISE sector has a huge potential for expansion, since the business world is aware both of its need for a workable administrative technology, and their present lack of such tech. It is the job of WISE INT to fill the public demand in this field and thereby handle a major and vital aspect of today's society.

These social reform activities handle:

- Drug abuse, by rehabilitating drug users through the application of L. Ron Hubbard's technology. Drug abuse is one of the worst plagues of today's society, and is recognized as such by a very large majority of the world population. Reform groups such as the NARCONON Centers headed by NARCONON INTERNATIONAL, dedicated to the eradication of this social disaster with the application of L. Ron Hubbard's technology, are the ONLY social reform groups on Earth with a workable technology for terminately handling this problem.

- The rehabilitation of education through application of L. Ron Hubbard's study technology. The level of education and literacy is continuously worsening. Businesses and individuals are becoming more and more aware of this fact. Entire populations have been kept suppressed by denying them an adequate education and thus the ability to learn and become cause. The salvation of this planet and its future generations depend in no small measure on the education reform groups—such as the APPLIED SCHOLASTICS groups, headed by APPLIED SCHOLASTICS INCORPORATED INTERNATIONAL and the EDUCATION ALIVE groups—which rehabilitate the entire field of education through the dissemination and application of the ONLY workable study technology: L. Ron Hubbard's study tech.

- Morals. Denigration and violations of the moral values which are the indispensable foundations of a civilized society are continuously rising, threatening the survival of Man on Earth. The absence of any workable moral code had doomed any attempt to handle until L Ron Hubbard wrote a non-religious moral code called THE WAY TO HAPPINESS which, when adhered to by the world at large, will revert the continuous degradation of the current civilization. THE WAY TO HAPPINESS FOUNDATION groups, headed by THE WAY TO HAPPINESS FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL, are dedicated to the broad distribution and application of this new moral code, upon which the survival of every one of us depends.

- Crime. The current penal system itself, in every country of the world, actually breeds criminals. It does nothing to solve the problem of criminality and rehabilitate criminals. It is a
purposeless punishment system which does not work. Social reform groups such as the CRIMINON groups—headed by CRIMINON INTERNATIONAL—use L. Ron Hubbard's ethics technology and present the solution which restores integrity to criminals and prevents further crimes.

The function of ABLE INTERNATIONAL is to assist these social reform groups in accomplishing their purposes. It does this through consultation services as well as promotional and public relations campaigns to individuals and organized groups (such as companies, corporations, institutions, departments of local and national governments, etc.) so they realize that the actual solutions to the problems of today's society exist with the social reform groups and avail themselves of their services. ABLE INTERNATIONAL also provides the social groups with the books and materials they need for their various programs.

In order to perform its duties in the different areas of the world, ABLE INT has continental offices located in CLOs, as well as state and regional offices where needed.

ABLE INTERNATIONAL and the social reform groups applying L. Ron Hubbard's technology are bringing sanity to a troubled and dying society. They are on the front lines of creating a new civilization here on earth where drugs, ignorance and crime will only be things of the past. For the sake of all humanity, they must expand.

Publications Organizations

The PUBLICATIONS ORGANIZATIONS are responsible for the publication, distribution and sales of L. Ron Hubbard's books and tapes as well as other Dianetics and Scientology dissemination materials via trade outlets, Scientology and Dianetics organizations, missions and units. Both are very large publications organizations entirely dedicated to publishing, distributing and selling LRH materials.

The PUBLICATIONS ORGANIZATIONS are sales organizations which are responsible for getting books, tapes and bookstore items into the hands of the public. They are responsible for having active outlets in orgs, missions, public bookstores and in the field and for keeping these outlets supplied with materials.

The publication, distribution and sales of all Dianetics and Scientology materials is the job of the Publications Organizations. They represent the front line of dissemination for Dianetics and Scientology.

Their responsibility includes getting books into the hands of the public of new countries for Dianetics and Scientology. This was recently done in China where over a quarter of a million copies of Dianetics, The Modern Science Of Mental Health have been distributed to public bookstores.

The two Publications Organizations are: New Era Publications International located in Copenhagen, Denmark and Bridge Publications incorporated, located in Los Angeles, USA. Bridge Publications covers the United States and Canada while New Era Publications handles the rest of the world.

Both are international organizations and belong to the Flag Command Bureaux echelon. As New Era Publications is located in Copenhagen, distant from the Flag Command Bureaux (located in Los Angeles), there is a New Era Org Liaison Officer within the Flag Command Bureaux who handles the coordination between New Era and the other management organizations that are part of the Flag Command Bureaux.